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This theorem states that a generator (source of emf) delivers maximum power to a load when the resistive components of the impedances of generator and load are equal, and also the
reactive components of the impedances of generator and load are equal in magnitude but opposite in sign.

Proof: Let us consider a voltage generator of emf E and complex internal impedance `Z_1`and a load of complex impedance `Z_2` connected across the generator (Fig.11).

We can write

`Z_1=R_1+jX_1`

`and Z_2=R_2+jX_2,`

Where `R_1 and R_2` are resistive components, and `X_1 and X_2` are the reactive components of `Z_1 and Z_2` respectively.

The current through the load is

`i= E/(Z_1+Z_2 )`

`=E/((R_1+jX_1 )+(R_2+jX_2 ) )`
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`=E/((R_1+R_2 )+j(X_1+X_2 ) )`

The rms magnitude of the current is

`i_(rms)=E_(rms)/(√(R_1+R_2 )^2+(X_1+X_2 )^2) …..(i)`

The power dissipated in the load is given by*

`P=(i_(rms))^2 R_2,`

as `R_2` is the resistive component of `Z_2`. Putting the value of `i_(rms}` from eq.(i), we have

`P= ((E_rms)^2 R_2)/((R_1+R_2 )^2+(X_1+X_2 )^2 ) …(ii)`

Taking first the reactive part of the denominator; whatever `R_1 and R_2` ; the power P will be maximum when

`X_1+X_2=0`

`or X_1=-X_2 …..(iii)`

Thus, if `X_1`is inductive then `X_2` must be capacitive and of same magnitude as `X_1`.

      When this condition is satisfied, the power is

`((E_rms)^2 R_2)/(R_1+R_2 )^2 =((E_rms)^2 R_2)/((R_1+R_2 )^2+4R_1 R_2 )`

This expression is a maximum when the denominator is a minimum i.e., when

`(R_1+R_2 )^2=0`

`or R_1=R_2 …..(iv)`

Substituting (iv) and (iii) in (ii), the maximum power is

`P_max=(E_rms )^2/(4R_2 )`

The power generated is

`(E_(rms) )^2/("total resistance")=(E_(rms) )^2/(R_1+R_2 )=(E_(rms) )^2/(2R_2 )`

So maximum power is delivered to the load when the resistive components of generator and load impedances are equal (eq.iv), and also their reactive components are equal in
magnitude and opposite in sign (eq.iii). When this is the case, the impedances are said to be ‘conjugate’. Thus we can say that a generator delivers maximum power to a load when their
impedances are conjugate. (This is called ‘impedance matching’) The power delivered, `(E_(rms))^2/(4R_2 )` , is half the power generated, `(E_(rms))^2/(2R_2 )`. In other words, the
power lost in the generator is equal to the power delivered to the load (50% efficiency).
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The (conjugate) impedances `Z_1 and Z_2` can be represented as

`Z_1=R+jX`

`and Z_2=R-jX`

The magnitude of each `Z_1 and Z_2` is `√(R^2+X^2)`, and they differ in phase by `180^0` reactance of 100 ohm, then for maximum power transfer, the load must have a resistance
of 50 ohm and a “capacitive” reactance of 100 ohm.
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